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The Science of Spirituality is a sharp, condensed vantage point for the readers consideration
about linkage between our ever mystical universe and spirituality. The reader is walked through
some of the highlights of our perfectly balanced and sustainable earth within the context of a
universe that astounds and confounds evolving science. Concluding with a 4-bullet notion to
consider God, spirituality, as linked to science vs being a contradictory viewpoint.

"...CanyonÂ’s illustrations capture all the drama and desolation of the Alaskan landscape,
conveying in breathtaking imagery the tremendous courage..." -- Bloomsbury Review,
September/October 2005Stickeen is one of those classic man-and-his-faithful-companion
stories that easily win children's hearts. This is a captivating introduction to the life and values of
John Muir. The text is adapted from Muir's original account and the grand illustrations evoke the
glacial wilderness of southeastern Alaska in hauntingly windswept icy blues. Even upper
elementary age children will be pulled in by this dramatic story. -- Center for Environmental
Education - AntiochThis little story is involving, well told, and captivating. The illustrations are
wonderful; the drawings of the glaciers and of Muir seem larger than life. The book is altogether
delightful, with a little biographical information at the end, as well as the history of the story. Muir
apparently actually had this experience with a little dog. -- Children's Book & Play Review -
Brigham Young UniversityWinner of the 1999 Publisher's Marketing Assoication Benjamin
Franklin Gold Award (Nature category) -- --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorJohn Muir (April 21, 1838 – December 24, 1914) was a Scottish-
American naturalist, author, environmental philosopher and early advocate of preservation of
wilderness in the United States. His letters, essays, and books telling of his adventures in nature,
especially in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, have been read by millions. His activism
helped to preserve the Yosemite Valley, Sequoia National Park and other wilderness areas. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorIf John Muir were here to
comment on this original audio production of his journals, no doubt he'd say they were as
painstakingly produced as were his own observations of Alaska's unspoiled habitat. In a
departure from the usual audio book format, this production includes sound effects created live,
as well as original music composed to enhance Muir's compelling story. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapOne of John Muir's favorite adventures took
place across the face of an Alaskan glacier, and in the company of the little dog Stickeen, whose
cunning and bravery made him of the famed naturalist's most treasured companions. As you
hear the unbridled power of an Arctic storm unleashed, and the haunting strains of inspiring
music, travel with them beyond the bounds of wisdom, into the soul of courage. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the LabelSmitten with Muir's compelling story, a team



of experts was assembled to create this unique audio production. With a deft hand, the team
that brought the first environmental radio drama to the BBC (Producer Mara Purl, Foley artist
David L. Krebs, composer Marilyn Harris and engineer Bill Berkuta) are joined by NPR
announcer and famed actor Lee Salisbury. The project is further enhanced by the visual artistry
of Dave Zaboski best known for his animation work at Disney, Warner Brothers and Sony
Pictures. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherSmitten with
Muir's compelling story, a team of experts was assembled to create this unique audio
production. With a deft hand, the team that brought the first environmental radio drama to the
BBC (Producer Mara Purl, Foley artist David L. Krebs, composer Marilyn Harris and engineer Bill
Berkuta) are joined by NPR announcer and famed actor Lee Salisbury. The project is further
enhanced by the visual artistry of Dave Zaboski best known for his animation work at Disney,
Warner Brothers and Sony Pictures. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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The Science of SpiritualityFor your consideration, a vantage point byFrank R McJannetText
Copyright 2012 © Frank R McJannetAll Rights ReservedI love the science channels. Not the
sci-fi stuff, but rather the documentary programs about the Universe. After recording a program
about the universe on our DVR and watching and re-watching it, I finally broke the bank and
spent $15 on the DVD set. This is a big deal to me, I only buy programs within a very small
library compared to the gigabytes of shows that are ignored and eventually deleted on our DVR.
Buying a DVD is my version of program commitment.Science’s explanation of our existence and
our daily dependency on the uber-perfectly-balanced situation we’ve been handed on this
planet is shocking. To think that a little less oxygen, a little more carbon dioxide, an atmosphere
without ozone, or the biggy – no liquid water, would all be game-enders for us. Put another way,
the game would never have been played at all if everything didn’t land precisely where it did.
Simply consider the sustainability and resilient balance of the food chain for millions of years. Or
move backwards another link in the chain and ponder our dependence on the plant kingdom. I
am from the Pacific NW where we realize things like logging our forests affects the landscapes
ability to hold water, and removing shade from the rivers – thus heating up and affecting salmon
runs. What about the role of rain forests in replenishing oxygen? It all has to work, or eventually,
none of it will.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Excellent read”

The book by Frank McJannet has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 2 people have provided feedback.
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